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About the drillbook
Dear ice hockey friends,

let me introduce my publication, also my philosophy of this drillbook.

I took decision to write this publication to support the coaches. And if you 
support the the coaches development, you support players development. 

You can find here already 390.drills and other are coming up soon. Some of 
this drills you know already, but for me was very imporant to describe it, ana-
lyse all drills, all options and bring it on the table.

Have fun with this book. All other drillbooks with other technical, tactical or 
methodical situations are coming up soon.

Best regards

Mag.Oldrich Jindra, www.oldrich-jindra.com, icehockey.jindra@gmail.com                        

http://www.oldrich-jindra.com
http://www.oldrich-jindra.com
mailto:icehockey.jindra@gmail.com
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My Philosophy:

1. Teach!

2. Teach coaches first, than players!

3. Educate yourself, than you may educate other 
ones!

4. Teach skills, not drills!

5. Speak, speak, speak!

6. Show, explain, do it!

7. Work hard, but work well also!

8. Don´t educate hockeyplayers, educate and teach 
persons, that love the game, that love ice hockey!

•
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Intro
Oldrich Jindra is a czech ice hockey coach born at 23rd of Au-
gust 1980 in Domazlice. His present destionation is Schaffhau-
sen, where he works like head of coaching by EHC Schaffhau-
sen. Mr.Jindra is also founder and owner of Oldrich Jindra coa-
ching clinics, that´s develop coaches and players on their jour-
ney to the top level. 

Oldrich Jindra is an educated icehockey coach and he trusts at 
real development, skills development and progressive coa-
ching. Modern hockey with old time hockey elements.

His specialisation is coaches development, video devolopment 
and skills development.

Like an international experienced expert is Oldrich Jindra part 
of successful ice hockey systems and camps around the Euro-
pe like in Sweden, Switzerland, Czech republic, Austria, Great 
Britain etc.

Oldrich Jindra wants with this publication motivate the other coa-
ches, also wants to help to find solutions for perfectly skills de-
velopemt, also he wants to show the coaches, that drills are ve-
ry important, but much more important is the idea of the drill, 
key-points and achievement.

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

About Mag.Oldrich Jindra

Oldrich 
Jindra



•1 Use drills like an option to 
work at skills, teach skills, 
not drills!

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

Full ice 1-0



iv

Organisation of this drills very ordinary. We use drill like 
this to warm-up the goalie, to let the players a little bit 
skate, also we want to teach. 

In the organisation like this we may teach fakes, also 
different kinds of shooting.

Very important is here the position of the 
coach or coaches, challenge the players, 
give the roles, talk to them. Do you want to 
stay in the middle, in the corners?

Also, if there is a need, the players have to 
go or to stay for rebounds.
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v

This drills is a typical one for skating a stickhandling, we 
can call it also coordination drill.

We want, that our players not just lead the puck or just 
skate, we all want, that they players stickhandle, skate 
and control the game/space/ puck at the same time, 

typical heads up hockey drill.

The organisation is very simple, but what´s not 
simple, are the key-points.

We want, that the player react on our command, 
maybe whistle, so we want to have a real quick 
start, if forwards start or to the side. 

We want to keep the legs moving all the time, 
from the beginning to the end. Heads up, 
crossovers also shot. Everything must be 
synchronised and perfect. A lot of key-points, 
easy drill. Don´t expect all the key-points at the 
first time, step by step development.
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vi

This drills is a typical one for skating a stickhandling, we 
can call it also coordination drill. It´s also an other form 
of previous one.

We want, that our players not just lead the puck or just 
skate, we all want, that they players stickhandle, skate 

and control the game/space at the same time, 
typical heads up hockey drill.

The organisation is very simple, but what´s not 
simple are the key-points.

We want, that the player react on our 
command, maybe whistle, so we want to have 
a real quick start, if forwards start or to the 
side. 

We want to keep the legs moving all the time, 
from the beginning to the end. Heads up, 
crossovers also shot. Everything must be 
synchronised and perfect. A lot of key-points, 
easy drill. Don´t expect all the key-points at the 

first time, step by step development.
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vii

Actually very physical drill, the players have to skate 
long ways, need to have heads up and need to react. 

It´s up to the coach, how quickly does he send the 
players, depends on number of the players.

This drill can be taken physically, also can be a 
basement for skills development.

We have here:

- skating forwards, also can be done like 
backwards skating. In the middle of the ice 
rink we have key-point crossovers. Do we 
want to make the puck so quickly how we 
do skate or do we want to skate slowly and 
handle the puck quickly?

- we have here puck leading, stickhandling. 
The players have to have special roles in 
this drills, like 180 or 360 turns, they may do 

faking
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viii

Another form. Physical drill, the players have to skate 
long ways, need to have heads up and need to react. 

It´s up to the coach, how quickly does he send the 
players, depends on number of the players.

This drill can be taken physically, also can be a 
basement for skills development.

We have here:

- skating forwards, also can be done like 
backwards skating. In the middle of the ice 
rink we have key-point crossovers. Do we 
want to make the puck so quickly how we 
do skate or do we want to skate slowly and 
handle the puck quickly?

- we have here puck leading, stickhandling. 
The players have to have special roles in 
this drills, like 180 or 360 turns, they may do 
faking
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ix

A next option of drill, we can split this drill in two parts:

1.first part to the goal line, technical, fakes, skating 
skills

2.speed part, quality part, scoring 

It´s up to the coach, how quickly does he send 
the players, depends on number of the players.

This drill can be taken physically, also can be a 
basement for skills development.

We have here:

- skating forwards, also can be done like 
backwards skating. In the middle of the ice rink 
we have key-point crossovers. Do we want to 
make the puck so quickly how we do skate or 
do we want to skate slowly and handle the 
puck quickly?

- we have here puck leading, stickhandling. 
The players have to have special roles in this drills, like 
180 or 360 turns, they may do faking
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x

This drill is very specific. May be done forwards or parts 
of this organisation may be done backwards.

For us is imporant quick start, puck in the front of the 
body or on the side.

Now we come to very imporant part or key-point of this 
drill, tight turn, that´s what we want to see in 
the game, quick turn, not so far away from 
the boards with minimum speed losing. We 
all have troubles with this key-point, 
because the players don´t keep the both 
skates on the ice, don´t have balance 
enough or lose the puck.

Second key-point are crossovers and the 
third one is shot, mostly with rebound.
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xi

First drill for passing. A lot of you ask why 12 years and 
older...from the own experience you know, that pass 
from the stand to this distance needs already some 
passing experiences, also needs power and good 
timing.

A lot of coaches do drill like this already with 
younger guys, no problem about that, but we 
want to see quality in our drills, it makes any 
sence if the puck just comes somewhere, 
cannot be received, comes too early or too 
late. 

We have to find solutions, solutions to develop 
the hockey sense and skills.
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xii

This drill can be done on whistle of the coach or like a 
eye contact start. 

Explosive start, stick on the ice and waiting for the 
pass...but...

...do I have the stick to the front or shall I show the 
forehand side, coach? We all get questions 
like this and this drill can aswer it.

Move the legs all the time, if you receive the 
pass or if you shoot.
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xiii

To play a long pass during the neutral zone happens in 
the game not so much, depends on level or period, in 
the second period be bad shifts can this situation 
happens

We are back in the topic that we have been speaking 
about in first drills and that´s tight turn. Tight 
turn to skate is very important hockey skill.

Actually my drill, so tight turn to the boards is 
a bad decision, while doing this turn you lose 
the game and the puck from your mind a this 
can be very dangerous. Mostly we want to 
see they players to doing this turn to the 
game, never show your back, see the game.

In this drill we can be focused about turns 
and passing so we have opportunity to do 
this turns to the and from the boards.
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xiv

Drill can be done forwards or in the moment of passing 
receiving can be the player in the backwards/side move 
to control the puck better

We have here three important elements:

-skating, speed, 

-passing, good timing

-shooting, scoring

Simply drills for good skills
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xv

My philosophy is, that 99% of all drills have to respect 
hockey rules, basics are offside or icing. This drills don´t 
just support the skills, but also offside rule - we want to 
play the pass so, that the player receives the pass 
directly on the blue line and can skate to the net without 
losing the speed

Our key-points are here:

-good start

-crossovers on the circle

-pass, timing if the pass, also receiving

Much more options how to update this drill.
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xvi

Crossovers, passing, scoring. We want to see our 
players skate quickly also to receive a good pass. 

In this drills is very important, if you are right or left 
shooter. To receive a pass and don´t run into the check 
is primary question of hockey safety. 

This drill can done updated via different 
pillons or work, that can be much more 
challenged for your age group.
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xvii

Skating drill and quick passing. This drill is made for 
skating skills fineshed by shot. 

The start can be done backwards skating, also we can 
apply diffent skating skills.

Easy drills for skills
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xviii

Four players working at the same time, for players that 
want to get better. 

We have here drill, where skating skills have priority.

Do we analyse it step by step:

-the player does a quick start, first three steps 
are powerful

-then the player goes backwards, so we have 
here transition from forwards-backwards-
forwards

-power to the net

Also we have here long pass, pass that finds 
the player, not that player has to find the pass
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xix

Read the game and wait for the pass

Start at coaches command and receive a pass direct on 
the blue line

Options to start:

-forwards

-backwards

-to the side

-forwards and backwards
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xx

Similar organisation of the previous drill, also options 
how to start.

Pass to go, puck protection and shot

Communication:

-verbal

-non verbal
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xxi

Long way skating with direct pass to the blue line.

We have here two big key-points

- forwards skating

-pass playing and receiving

To receive a pass on this distance also to turn 
back to the offensive zone needs good 
feeling, experience and communication

Explosive start to the net is the third key-
point.

Three elements in one drill.
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xxii

Great drills to develop good passing and tight turns with 
the puck

Have the speed, go into the offensive zone, stop, quick 
turn, two-three quick steps and shot.
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xxiii

Next drill developes skating, also passing. It´s imporant 
how do you skate and how to you come into the curve. 
Most used is combination of forwards and backwards 
skating

Long pass is here very tough to play, but if 
this one works, can it be very useful for your 
game. 

Important question is the position also the 
work of that guy who playes the pass. Do we 
want to play the pass in stand or do we want 
that he does move?

For both we have solutions and we may 
apply it.
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xxiv

Very good drills, also for the start of the practice, we 
have here everything:

- forwards skating

-backwards skating

-passing

-shooting

I like this drill, because it works very quickly, 
doesn´t cost so much energy and it´s very 
powerful.
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xxv

This one allows us to develop skating. The player reacts  
on coaches whistle and starts. This start can be done in 
both ways.

Hard passing, communication and speed. Easy drill for 
warm-up.

Very good organisation of this drill allows us 
also great development of the goalies, 
because the shooters come from both sides
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xxvi

Very physical drill, long ways. I actually dislike this drills, 
but sometimes you have to do them. 

Imporant is idea of this drill.

Do we want to work physical?

Do we want to work technical?

Solutions for both, don´t apply both at the 
same time.
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xxvii

We had already this drill before. With double passing we 
support passing skills in two different ways, short and 
long.

Soft hands, puck control and heads-up.

If the players are already great in this drill, 
we may update this drill on higher level, 
more passes, still skating and having heads 
up.
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xxviii

Speed is very imporant, but if we do this drill on the first 
time, it shouldn´t be the highest priority, we want to see 
good timing and skills by pass receiving.

Do we swant to go stright on, or we want to make quick 
turn F/B or do we want to receive the pass on backhand 

or forehand?

Aswer this questions at yourself and you´ll 
see, that idea of drill is much more 
important than just to do some drill.
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xxix

This drill is a good one and I´m sure, that a lot of you 
has used this one before, are using or just know this drill 
from the experience.

For me it´s and good drill but that´s can be very 
dangerous. Dangerous cause of that, that as soon as for 

example no.1 and no.4 start, and the double 
passes don´t work or just one miss, destroy 
it all drill. But my philosophy is, don´t be 
worry to play pass hard, mistakes are 
allowed, also in the game there are not 
100% passes done correctly, also to play or 
receive a bad pass is a part of the game.

This drill is great one for crossovers, 
passing skills and communication.
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xxx

This drill is a good one for communication, quick starts 
and quick feets.

Important is the skill how to receive the pass, backhand, 
forehand or just the stick to the front.

Mostly, as soon as the player receives a pass like this in 
the game, is attacked so he dumps he puck, 
he does a quick chip. OK, that´s allright, but 
we want, that they players try to find 
solutions, they imagin a pressure and try to 
beat this.
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xxxi

Very easy drill for warm-up, the players are moving, are 
playing the passes and take some shots from left or 
right side.

The key-point is after skating behind a group to get the 
highest speed and get a pass to go and with all you 

have to bring the shot to the net.

I speak all the time about communication. In  
the situation like this skate two players 
against, so do I have to go to the left, to the 
right, do I see the player that I want to play 
the pass?

Small key-points to big results.
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xxxii

Pass is still the best skater in the world.

This drill is a good one like a warm-up, because the 
players skate from the left and right side. Also 
combination skill give and go is here very important, 
play the pass and go.

Sometimes is the world crazy, the toughest 
passes work and and shortest not, I think 
you will be very surprised. It´s about reaction 
time, if the player doesn´t have stick in the 
right direction and the communication doesn
´t work, mistakes happens.
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xxxiii

Drill like this can be done for different levels, just one 
player, or both sides at the same time.

Crosspass to go, heads-up hockey. Many teams use 
this drill for morning pre-game skate, why do they do 

that?

Hard passing, speed, that´s what we can 
apply in this drill.
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xxxiv

Play the pass and go. That´s what´s ice hockey about.

- easy drill

- big key-points

-pass to go

-going on rebound
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xxxv

Now we are back in the topic how to receive a pass. 

One of the easist drill can be also the toughest. Keeping 
the legs going, stick on the ice, left or right, soft hands 
and many other key-points.

Don´t try to find out something new, it´s not 
about what do you do, it´s about how do 
you do it.
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xxxvi

Three passes in the neutral zone can make the attack 
quicker, also get help to create a free space.

A great drill to develop the skills at the beginning of the 
practice.

Doesn´t matter if you are right or left 
shooter, you have opportunity to play and 
receive a pass from both sides.
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xxxvii

This drill depends at great pass quality. Coordination, 
skating skills and pass quality are imporant to do this 
drill and bring the skills on the higher level.

Alltogether three passes done in speed with high quality 
are actually the highest level of skills tha may be done 

on the ice.

This drill needs the same level of players, 
as soon as there are different skills, can´t 
this drill work.
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xxxviii

Two drills in one. Started by F1 and F4 receiving a pass 
from F11 and F8. After that F11 and F8 start and receive 
passes from the corners. 

This drills are made for passing development and pass 
timing.

-teach players to think

-teach players to start and themself

-teach the players to find the right ways
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xxxix

Organisation of this drill is very imporant. Four groups in 
different areas and two drills in one.

Started by F1 and F4, they skate forwards and receive a 
pass from F8 and F11. After that start F8 ad F11, who 
receive a pass from their groups.

The key-element is passing quality. Pass is 
still the best skater in the world.
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Two drills in one. Coaches have to choice how they 
build the drill. Started fro, all four sides, pass to go to F1 
and F4.

As soon the passes from F8 and F11are played, can F8 
and F11 receive an another pass, also it can be all and 

they go into the corners.

We have in this a lot of key-points 
separeted in two groups.

Players started in the corners:

-crossovers left and right

-communication

-pass receiving

Players playing the puck:

- Stickhandling

- Puck protection, passing
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xli

Drill for double passing that have a lot of options. The 
pass is played by F1 and F4 or this one may be played 
from the players behind them, so we have six players 
working at the same time.

The other option is about the players F8 and F11, for 
they can be the drill done after they played 
the passes, they can go on rebounds or 
they may receive an another pass.

Drill for timing and double passing.
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xlii

Very simple drill, but simple drill and big key-points.

The basic question is, if we want to play pass in stand or 
not. Mostly we want, that our players, if that possible, 
play the pass from the middle, to have many options.

Maybe we should start to use this in the 
practice.
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xliii

Easy drill for a lot of ages groups, simple one to develop 
skating and passing, just one pass, just one puck.

A lot of players use the circle, but we want, that they 
come in the right angle to receive this one.

Are you focused to develop this?
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xliv

Typical drill for B-out in the neutral zone, mostly done by 
center, pass to go, stick on the ice and heads up.

Depends on coach how tough this drill is, if he whistles 
too early, need the player by the final part of this drill 
very careful, because the player from the other side 

starts.

Develope communication, verbal or non 
verbal. 
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xlv

Very physical drill using backwards and forwards 
skating.

Just one pass, like in a game, you have one puck and 
one pass may be the different between winning or 
losing. We all want to win, but we need to have skilled 

players and cause of all drills and the key-
points of this drill we may get it. 

The pass may be done in move, from the 
blue line and the player starts the other 
side.
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xlvi

This is is better to work just from one side, so we cannot 
use this one for bigger number of the players, we don´t 
want big lines, we want, that our players practice to get 
better, not standing in the line.

No.1 skates forwards and receives a long pass from no.
7, he tries to play directly this one to no.3. 
As soon as he played this pass, he skates 
to his side a receives a pass from no.4

A little bit complicated drill, but a good one.
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xlvii

Difficult drill to understand, also to do, the players have 
to respect the ways, also they have to respect the 
timing. Players F5 and F7 start at the same time, F7 
does a curve without losing the speed and receives 
pass from F5. F5 continues in  his drive and receives a 
long pass from F3, F3 may go on rebound or just starts 

the same drill from the other side. F5 may 
go straight on to the net or behind the group 
from the side. 
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xlviii

Difficult drill to understand, also to do, the players have 
to respect the ways, also they have to respect the 
timing. Players F5 and F7 start at the same time, F7 
does a curve without losing the speed and receives 
pass from F5. F5 continues in  his drive and receives a 
long pass from F6 on the blue line.

Tough drill, because we want to see hard 
and high quality passes.
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xlix

The players dislike long ways, if they have to skate a lot. 
This drill is one of them, but doesn´t take so much of 
time. Optimal players number for this drill are around 
16.players.

We develop crossovers left and right without the puck 
and long pass. 

Imprtant by player no.10 is, if he does play 
the pass in the stand or if he does 2-3 steps 
and pass.

What we can also develop is, that you 
receive a pass if you communicate, if you 
call for the pass, no communication, no 
pass.
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l

Very simple drill from the both sides, progressive and 
simple development of skating and passing, together 
with warm-up effect

The players get a lot of space, but develop wristshots or 
snapshots, no slapshots. Players love slapshots, but 

this is not the point.
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li

Very physical drill, so that´s the point, why I think that 
this drill is for 15 years old players and more.

We have here forwards skating (also the drill can be 
started with backwards skating und double passing), 
crossovers, pass and stickhandling almost over the full 

ice.

Around of 15.sec of work, imporant is to 
know how many players do we have, of 
course, this drill runs from both sides (can 
be done also from all four), but 20.players 
for this one are definitely too much.

This drill can be also done like a race, who 
is quicker, who does score earlier etc....but 
if wo do races, we don´t develope the 
quality.
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lii

Drill for double passing or drill, that may support high B-
out.

Teach the players, that less does mean sometimes 
more. We need timing and only one pass can deceide, 
how quick we are in the neutral zone.

The player who played the pass in the 
middle can receive a pass from F5 and take 
the second shot after F1.
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liii

Drill for crossovers and long pass, easy way how to 
develop skating skills and passing. It´s just at the coach, 
how far away have the player play the pass, if in stand 
or in move, if the players skate the circles forwards, 
backwards or in both.

Think about drills like a option to make the 
players better, don´t run the drills, run the 
skills.
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liv

Good drill with easy organisation, player may start 
forwards or backwards, pass, than great pass to player 
no.5 to go.
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lv

That same start like a previous drill, but now doesn´t 
player no.5 takes a shot, but he regroups in the neutral 
zone and pass back to no.1.
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lvi

Drill for two simple key-points:

- skating, crossovers

-  two good passes

I think this drill is very easy to manage, is 
very easy to do and the players, also 
coaches love this one.  
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lvii

Now we bring the level higher to the last drill, now we 
bring one more pass. Later we can develop this drill into 
the 1-1, 2-0 or 2-1 level.
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lviii

Drill from just one side, passes to go, players 5 and 1 
start at the same time, but they take a shot in two 
different sides.

Speed, passquality - just one pass, but a great one.
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lix

Start, show the stick, take a shot and start by double 
pass a player from the corner. Easy drill, where we can 
challenge the players on different kinds and styles, we 
have so big room how to develop this drill and most at 
all - the players.
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lx

This is very easy one to organise, also to do. A lot of 
speed, passing. Direct shooting possible, for me like a 
coach is very imporant, that the player skating on the 
net after he played this final pass doesn´t stop to skate.
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lxi

This drill is started by player no.1 receiving a pass from 
2. Than pass to 5 and 5 back to 5. Now we coache have 
options. We can just after no.5 played the pass put this 
one into the middle, we can give him a second puck or 
we can tell him, after you have played the pass, go on 

rebound.
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lxii

This drill looks very complicated, but it´s not. Player 1 
starts without puck a receive a pass from 4. As soon as 
1 got´s this puck under control, playes this  one to the 
corner to 5. 5 starts from the corner and playes this one 
to the final station, 1, he takes a shot, 5 takes a position 

on the blue line.
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lxiii

This drill is very easy to do, a great warm-up drill, also 
later possible to update this one to 2-0, 1-1 or 1-0  and 
backchecker.
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lxiv

Good warm-up drill, 5 starts, 1 playes a pass to his 
group, pass to go to 5. 1 takes position in the corner.
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lxv

Great drill with solutions for both shooters. A little bit 
complicated drill for skilled teams, because we don´t 
want just to run the drill. It´s started from both sides at 
the same time. 1 skates forwards, double passing, pass 
from 7, as soon as 7 played the pass, skates behind 1 

and receives a pass from 4. Two shots on 
each side, four players working at the 
same time.
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lxvi

Complex drill for very good teams. Number 5 skates 
forwards and goes backwards. In this move he receives 
a pass from 1. He skates behind the net and he playes 
a pass via boards to 1. Number 5 has to stay focused 
and as soon as he is on the level of the blue line, he 

receives a pass from 8 and turns back to 
the left side.
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lxvii

Simple drill for skating, also for warm-up. The coach 
deceides how quickly does the drill run, up to the team 
level.
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lxviii

Physical drill with focus at skating. Coaches can 
manage this drill from both side or the player who 
played this pass can have an another role, another shot, 
another direction...
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lxix

Passing drill with high quality, feets work, soft hands, 
pass on the blade. 
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lxx

Speed with puck, easy drills how to put together speed 
elements with skating, crossovers left and right. This 
drill could be also done liek a competition, who scores 
first or which group scores first.
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lxxi

It´s up to the coach of he wants, that the players skate 
forwards or backwards. Speedy drill. Look at that, that if 
the players skate, they handle the puck also - 
coordination.
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lxxii

Preparation for combination. Player, who played the 
pass goes into the other group. Like previous one, hadle 
the puck while you skate - coordination.
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lxxiii

Updated version of the previous drill, one pass more, 
the same bacics, that same key-points.
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lxxiv

Now we bring skating and coordination into the front, 
this that, why we want to do that. The player has to 
handle the puck, also he has to change directions left 
and right, moving feets.
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lxxv

Simply warm-up drill, started with player no.7 taking a 
shot, than comes 5 after received a pass from 6. Focus 
drill for goalies, we want to warm-up them, wrist- and 
snapshots allowed.
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lxxvi

Number 5 starts (just forwards or forwards-backwards) 
and receives a pass from 1, this one starts and receives 
a ass from 5 back. As soon as 5 played this pass, 
skates a little bit deaper, he receives a pass from 6 and 
takes the 2nd shot.
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lxxvii

Warm-up drill, first shoots no.5, than no.7. This drill is 
done from both sides, four shooters, every shot comes 
from the other side, moving feets.
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lxxviii

A next shooting-skatign drill, player, who played the 
pass may go to the other group or we can make 
backchecker from him. The next option is, that there are 
pucks in the right corners and he takes one, 2nd.shot.
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lxxix

To receive or to play a pass, that needs good timing, 
skills experience, mostly by skating. The drilll is started 
by no.7, he receives a pass from 8, no.3 keeps eye 
contact and in at the right moment he starts to receive a 
pass from 7. 7 goes into the other group.
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lxxx

Easy organisation, tough to do. This drill needs a very 
good timing and good skaters. For me it´s imporant, that 
no.5, as soon as he gets the puck and he playes this 
one, is ready to start, is ready to start to support, what 
we want to see in the game.
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lxxxi

Typical drill for passing, intro into the B-out. For us 
coaches is the most imporant thing that we play from 
the middle and that the player skating to the board 
doesn´t show his back.
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lxxxii

Could be done like a physical drill, first starts the player 
no.3 from the corner, as soon as he is on the red line, 
starts the player from the middle. We can also say, that 
the first shooter stays for the rebound of the second 
shot.
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lxxxiii

Player from the corner takes a shot and skates to the 
board. Pass from no.1 a pass back. Easy principles for 
our players.
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lxxxiv

We want to see our players smart and playing great 
passes. Every pass, every puck is everytime quicker 
than the best skaters in the world.
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lxxxv

Interesting organisation for all teams on good level, this  
organisation allows us great drills.

Now we take focus at skating, crossovers in the middle 
circle and pass to the right side.
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lxxxvi

We have here an another form of this organisation. The 
player from the middle starts and receives a pass, than 
B-out pass to the right side, effective game, effective 
pass how to surprise. Player no.3 is quick, on this short 
distance he has to create the highest speed.
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lxxxvii

Easy form how to start a drill from  the middle,  than 
pass to the side. Disadvantage is, that we need puck in 
the middle, we have to manage it, so we need 
responsible players.
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lxxxviii

For this drill we need skilled players. It´s about the 
principle to play the puck to the boards - to wingers and 
pass back to the middle - center.
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lxxxix

No.1 skates the middle circle with the puck, handle the 
puck, pass to no.5 and he takes a shot. Later we can 
update this drill. No.5 took the shot, took puck from the 
corner and played the pass to 1, so we have two shots 
to the same side.
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xc

Skating with tactics, with skills, with idea, with challenge. 
No.5 starts with puck, crossovers left-right, pass to no.1 
to go.
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xci

Solid drill how to develop passing, timing and non-verbal 
communication. We want to see player receiving the 
final pass skating, he has speed to enter the zone 
without troubles.
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xcii

Simple form how to play from the middle. After number 5 
played the pass, might be finish or we can apply a 
second shot.
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xciii

Interesting drill to break out in the neutral zone, for 
players are moving at the same time. Hard passing and 
timing.
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xciv

Long passes are still topic, passing is always 
interesting. Timing, just two passes, that have to work. 
Hard passing on blade, that´s what we coaches want to 
see and want to teach.
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xcv

Great drill on the highest level. Number 7 starts, pass 
from his side and takes a shot. As soon as he shooted, 
pass from the middle and the player, which played him 
this pass starts, pass to him and second shot.
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xcvi

Easy basics for many teams and players, started by no.
5 taking a shot and double pass
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xcvii

Simply B-out pass for a big spectrum of players, also 
levels.
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xcviii

Started by no.1 he took a shot after he received a pass 
from 2. Than he skates behind the net and receives a 
pass from 7. He keeps up the puck, stayes in the middle 
and waits until 7 takes good position, curve to the board 
or out the board up to the coaches philosophy.
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xcix

Started in the corner by no.1, pass from 7, thna pass to 
5. Now we need good timing also is important, that 1 
doesn´t speed up, because 5 skates the circle and he 
playes back to 1.
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c

Started by no.5 taking a shot and skating from the side 
into the middle, no.1 is also skating with. As soon as no.
1 has fineshed, he can just change the group or we 
have here an option for the second shot or rebound.
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ci

If we do this drill from both sides, we have six players 
working at the same time, so this drill needs a lot of 
respect and focus.

Started by no.1 taking a shot and pass from 5, he 
skates behind the net, pass to the group 
where he started from and pass to 5 into 
the middle.
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cii

A lot of skatign in this drill, started by no.1. No.5 has to 
find out a good moment to start, get a pass and skate!!!
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ciii

Very tough drill to understand, at the beginning just from 
one side or slowly showcase. Needs timing and all the 
success depends on three passes - so like in the game. 
Started by no.1. 
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•2 Who is the best skater on 
the ice? The puck-the pass!
Play it hard and on the 
blade!

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

Full ice 2-0



cv

Basic drill 2-0 on full ice. Long distance, pressure to the 
net. I put age 12 and more, because I think, that for 
younger players it´s too much physical with just one 
shot.

This drill can be made like this, or much more passes 
can be included.

Skills with or without puck, should I take a 
shot, should I play a pass, should I drive the 
net or wait for the pass?
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cvi

Typical give and go combination, play pass, skate, don´t 
wait, skate to the net and make pressure, go for 
rebound

This drill can be made from both sides, so we have four 
players working at the same time.

There is also an option for second puck, 
pass from the corner or from the coach.

This drill can be done like play to the goal.
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cvii

Typical drill over full ice, crossing, pass from the corner, 
stick on the ice, forehand or backhand. Can be also 
done like double cross, but we want to play quick ice 
hockey, great skills, but simply actions with principle 
give and go.

Teach players to take a shot low on the pad 
side, option to go on rebound, no shots over 
the net.
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cviii

This drill is very physical with one big point and that´s 
the double pass in the middle. 

There is an option to do this drill from the both sides, but 
at the beginning it´s imporant to do it just from the one 
side to get a good feeling about timing. 

Later can be this drill updated like 1-0 and 
backchecker, also the player who made 
this double pass in the middle can receive 
a second pass and it can be 2x 1-0.
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cix

Great drill where we have key-points crossovers, 
passing and net drive.

This drill can be later updated like 2x 1-0, or the players 
beeing attack, can go back like D´s, so we can have 2-2 
transition drill.

Teach the  legs are still moving, so crossovers in this 
style, also timing are great basics might to 
be developed.
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cx

Very physical drill with focus at skating an minimum 
passing. 

Drill drill can be done just from one or both sides.

Can be started on whistle or if player that´s coming from 
the corner and skate shot way finished his action, can 
receive a puck and can start this one to the other side, 

so we make this drill much more physical.
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cxi

On the first view we can see, that this drill is very 
technical, with focus at passing and timing.

Timing does mean to be at the right time on the right 
place, but for this you need to be good skater

Player no.4 starts from the the corner and receives a 
pass from no.1. No.4 playes this pass to the opposite 

corner to no.7 and no.7 playes it to no.1. 
Passing in the neutral zone and 2-0 to the 
net.
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cxii

Combination give and go is typical for this drill. Very 
imporant is fact, that the player, who played the pass, 
got´s no other role than to crash the net.

So we have here four key-points:

-skating

-pass, hard one

-crash the net

-shoot, use the man coming to the front of 
the net
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cxiii

Started by no.4 coming out from the corner and 
receiving a pass from no.5. Pass to no.10, no.10 to no.5 
and no.5 to no.4

It looks like a tough drill and it is so. Different kind of 
passes, timing, speed, crashing the net, all this facts 
make this drill special. 

The drill is a good one, but use this just for 
a great skilled team, it´s not about how 
much we skate, how many times we pass, 
it´s about how good do we do it.
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cxiv

One of that drills, where we have to do what the coach 
expects, we have to follow the right decisions, control 
the puck and also to do this drill correctly, big challenge 
for all.

Started by player no.7, pass from 10, skate during the 
neutral zone, pass to 4, 4 to 1, one back to 7, 7 and 1 

crash the net

Good passing, in the stand also in the 
move, that´s what´s the game about.
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Option to update this drill to play against D



cxv

Easy drill with easy principles like skating, one easy 
pass and crashing the net.

The organisation of this drill from the middle or all this 
drills got´s one big disadvantage: you have to control 
the number of the pucks, because mostly the teams don
´t have enough. Also most of all, this drill just can work 

on one side, two sides could be very 
dangerous cause of crashing.
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cxvi

Sometimes are the players looking for the toughest 
pass, most of all cannot work. Now we have pass, that 
we want to see, player on the boards, pass to him, he 
can bring the puck into the zone a he can take a shot or 
he play the pass to the coming player

Slow down or speed up the attack.
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cxvii

Very simple organisation of the drill, the players have 
the same ways, one pass during the middle. Very 
important is also the same level of the players, but if´s 
not possible, no problem, we have here one great point:

What can I do, if the puckcarrier is slowly? Shall I wait, 
shall I break? Teach your players!
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cxviii

Great drill for organisation, coach can use this one for a 
big number of the players, the players have to shoot 
directly or crash the net. 

Only one pass behind the blue line, heads up, skating, 
hockey is simple, but your skills have to be great, read 
to game.
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cxix

Flow drill, very physical. Two new players are coming in, 
both on the right side, one higher, one lower, make 
speed over the neutral zone.
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cxx

Similar organisation, level 4, because this one is 
imporant for timing. Mostly we want to play the puck to 
the boards, so the player coming in the middle has to be 
a little bit higher. 

The drill works from the both sides, everytime are new 
two players coming in.
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cxxi

Same organisation, same drill, but now you have to 
skate back to your side.

Later can be this drill done like 1-1, 2-1...
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cxxii

Now we take this organisation very physical, because 
one player does one full round, always is that that player 
who came like a new one from the middle. 

This drill can be also done like 1-0 with backchecker, 
2-0 with backchecker or 2-1.
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cxxiii

Some teams use tactics, that the player on the boards 
takes the puck and the game to the middle and the 
center, who has been supporting down skates like a 
false winger. In this drill are two new players coming in.
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cxxiv

This drill can be done from both sides, but one side is 
for the start good enough. Double passing, puck control, 
commucation, speed...

This drill can be later done like 3-0 or 4-0, also 1-1
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cxxv

Very easy drill for just one side able for all age groups.

1.Skating

2.Passing

3.Easy organisation
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cxxvi

Sometimes happens, that you plan full ice drills on both 
sides, but one goalie doesn´t come. OK, here is the 
solution, full ice drill on just one side, also this one can 
be done to both.
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cxxvii

Not so many players can stickhandle, feel the puck at 
the same time like they skate, they cannot be 
concentrated for the game, we need a lot of 
coordination and the first part of the drill got´s this focus.
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cxxviii

Player no.1 starts and he receives a pass. The pass in 
the middle is very dangerous, because of losing the 
puck or skating into the offside. Solution is playing this 
pass behind the blue line.
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cxxix

Solution for just one goalie, also technical solution for 
both sides.
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cxxx

Physical drill with long ways, also a lot of crossovers, 
solution for one side, also both.
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cxxxi

Very good technical drill with focus at skating and 
double passing, also give and go principle. This drill is 
very simple and able for younger teams also.
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cxxxii

The key-point is the first pass played by no.2, 
depending at pass skills, also if the receiver is the left or 
right shooter.
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cxxxiii

Timing drill, can be also done like flow with pucks 
behind the net.
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cxxxiv

I call this drill ANAHEIM, cause of the movie series. 
Droppass behind the net, going to the board and pass 
back.
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cxxxv

Long, physical ways, playing from the middle, moving 
the feets all the time.
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cxxxvi

B-out principle for younger groups, playing from the 
middle.
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cxxxvii

Drill for just one side, also for just one goalie, passing 
from the stand also in move. Later can be done like 3-0, 
2-0 and backchecker, also 2-1.
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cxxxviii

B-out pass with good timing, also double pass to the 
puckcarrier, good drill for both sides.
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cxxxix

This drill is about hockey sense of both players, we talk 
everytime about timing, but here is much more 
important.

Pass quality, also non verbal communication of four 
players. Not sure, if the players could do this drill to both 
sides, because it´s too tough for their mind and they 

cannot be fully concentrated at skills.
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cxl

Flow drill, the player that shooted the puck does the B-
out from the other side.
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cxli

Physical drill with droppass. Why not, sometimes you 
have to do something, what´s not traditional, 
communication.
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cxlii

Started by player no.3 going first forwards, than 
backwards, long B-out pass to the skating player, 
preparation like a tactics for bad shift of the opponent.
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cxliii

Started with pass from 5 to 2, 2 to 1, passing skills, 
double passing and communication, we can let the 
players kind of creativity, but not behind the blue line.
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cxliv

Long cross passes, not typical skills that we want to see 
in our game, not our hockey tactics, but the skills are 
imporant.
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cxlv

Long pass to go, communication, crashing the net. Very 
imporant point is the first pass also the skills how the 
player does receive this one.
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cxlvi

Drill for crossovers and long pass, easy way how to 
develop skating skills and passing. Timing, the drill runs 
from both sides.

Think about drills like a option to make the players 
better, don´t run the drills, run the skills.
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cxlvii

Give and go principle, should be done in all teams, 
because the players cannot wait, they have to react and 
they have to stay mobile.
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cxlviii

Physical drill, can be also done or started by pass from 
no.1 to 5, but this form is allright. 
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cxlix

Physical drill, not so many skills included.
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cl

This form is used in many teams in different forms, for 
example if no.5 starts the drill, can this one be started 
by a shot from no.5. Very important is, that the players 
from the middle coming up deep.
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cli

Very easy drill for just one side able for all age groups.

1.Skating, crossovers

2.Passing

3.Easy organisation
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clii

Drill for just one side, playing from the middle, give and 
go, not physical drill, also great like one of the first drills 
of the practice

1.Skating

2.Passing

3.Easy organisation
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cliii

Very imporant is the first pass, also the position of the 
player that receives this one, forwards or backwards.

Playing from the middle and bringing the game to the 
side.
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cliv

Technically tough drill started by player 1 going 
backwards, pass from 5.

The question is, if we want to develop the players cause 
of tough mind drills, or we take a look at quality, 
because this drill needs a lot of quality.
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•3 It´s very tough to score if 
your mind is not in the 
practice. Use 3-0 drills to 
support scoring, not to play 
easily, make a game 
pressure!

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

Full ice 3-0



clvi

Basic drill for 3-0, to have options to play to the left, to 
the right, also the triagle in the front of the net.

Behind blue line not more than just one pass!
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clvii

Also one of the bacics like a previous one, much more 
physical. 

This drill is a great option to do this one with 12-20 
players, up to the level, up to the coach, also if there are 
many players, as soon as coach whistles the next 
action, three players quickly back to the group, back 

over the line.
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clviii

B-out high, for experienced and skilled teams, offers a 
lot of variations, derivations. 

Skills, mostly the first pass and the pass from the player 
up needs to be done perfectly, later you can can do this 
drill with 1-2 FC, also with D´s.
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clix

By most of all B-outs we want our wingers on the blue 
line, on the boards, ready to receive a pass from the D. 
That´s the point of this drill. Play the pass to the boards, 
the puckcarrier starts quickly to the middle and he 
playes one more pass

Elements for better game.
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clx

Bringing the game from the strong to the week side, 
quick passing with focus to attack the net, timing.

The key-points are always that same, just the drills 
change...
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clxi

Double passing, quick passing, passes to go. But very 
imporant point is the first step of the drill and thats the 
player no.1 skating with the puck. First point is, is that 
left or right shooter? The second is, how quickly can he 
play the pass after he finished the circle or is he able to 
play the pass while skating the circle and still in 
uncormfortable position?

A lot of questions that gonna be answered by 
our leadership and our players.
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clxii

First player may go forwards or backwards. Just up to 
the coaches philosophy, also skills of the team, trying to 
play the pass quickly before the opponent comes. We 
want to eliminate the physical game, we want to move 
the puck.
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clxiii

Quick pass from the middle to the player 3, in the game 
coming from the bench or just using surprising moment. 
He can drive the net or he can play the pass to the 
boards. The player who got´s the pass does 2-3 steps 
and shoots.
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clxiv

An another option how to play the pass to the boards, 
the winger is not standing, the winger is coming against, 
quick double pass to go.

Now we have situation, where the puck carrier is very 
quick, but he doesn´t have direct support of the other 
two players, because they are a little bit back, slow 

down, bring the game to the side. Sometimes 
is less more...
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clxv

Passing quality drill. No.1 playes the pass to 6, 6 playes 
to 2 and 2 to 1.

Stress at the beginning, triagle in the end. Up to the 
coach, maybe second puck, second action possible.
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clxvi

Easy B-out drill, maybe preparation for PP B-out.

No.3 starts as soon as no. 1 and 2 are in his level, we 
have very easy and simple triagle in the offensive zone, 
no.3 is up.
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clxvii

That same principles like a previous drill, but this one is 
made typically like a physical drill.

Later can be this drill done like 2-1 or 2-0 and 
backchecker in that way, that no.3 plays the pass to the 
one of the two players, no.3 and one of him choosen 

players are offensive, the player without puck 
is backchecker or just a D.
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clxviii

A next drills based at great and quick skating. I put this 
drill to 17 and older players, because this drill is not a 
typical teaching drill, just speed, one pass and crashing 
the net.
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clxix

Great drill to support timing, also passing, players on the 
right side have to skate deep, no hurry, quality, player 
no.2 just crashes the net.

Later can be this drill done like a flow drill, for example 
the player no.2 finished his action, takes a puck behind 
the net and starts this to the other side.
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clxx

Good drill to learn the player how to protect the 
puckcarrier if you cross.

Disadvantage of this drill is, that in a regular game is 
mostly this puckcarrier attacked as a first one and he 
got´s the puck too much of time on his blade.
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clxxi

Playing from the middle, not waiting for a pass and just 
skating with heads up to the net, focus is goal, focus is 
agressivity and goal.
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clxxii

Three quick passes does this drill very special.No.2 
starts and playes pass high to no.4, no.4 to no.1 and 1 
back to 2. Very good drill with opportunity to make this 
one from both sides. Very good U15 team can do that, 
but mostly higher levels.
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clxxiii

Easy drill that´s about how to bring the game from the 
strong, to the week side, B-out pass to go.

Easy elements with high quality.
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clxxiv

This drill offers options for the puckcarrier, the first pass 
can be played to the right side or to the middle.

Because there are this two options, there are also two 
different strategies of attack, also F1,F2 and F3 
strategy.

Challenge - Focus - Teach!
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Level 3

Age 14 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxv

After a long long pass from no.6 got´s the puckcarrier 
two options, to play the pass to the left or right side, of 
course depends at how does he hold his stick, left or 
right.

System of attack of this drill is very simple, no.1 is the 
last guy on the top. 
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxvi

Very interesting look of this drill, the drill works just from 
one side, but it may run very fast, because after the 
players left the neutral zone, coach may whistle the next 
one. I think this is also one drill that can be applied like 
one of the first drills by the warm-up in the practice.

Think about drills like a option to make the 
players better, don´t run the drills, run the 
skills.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxvii

Playing from the middle is the best point how to make 
and dominate the game. Also S move from no.3 is very 
imporant part how to bring tactics and skills (crossovers 
right-left) together
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxviii

First time we speak and work with droppass. The 
behavior after playing droppass is very different, 
because it´s first drill, we play droppass and we go. 
Pass to the boards, crash the net. After, if we can 
control the basics of droppass, we can update this drill 
to the higher level.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxix

Difficult drill for timing, started by player no.5, pass to 
no.6, 6 to 3...

Good feeling, hockey sense, 1-2-3 principle....

This drill got´s everything what do you need for modern 
hockey, but sometimes less is more.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxx

B-out drill with first strong pass and reverse pass.

Very quickly drill, that can be later done like flow drill, for 
example as the first action is in the end, player, no.6 
takes a puck behind the net and starts the second 
action from the other side.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxi

Easy organisation of 3-0, very good for younger teams 
also. Later can be done like 2-0, the player from the 
middle, who played the pass waits until the two players 
come back out of the zone, he receives a second pass 
and now 3-0.
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Level 2

Age 13 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxii

Preparation for higher goals, very interesting is the 
position of the puckcarrier. He can skate forwards, 
backwards or later he can receive a pass from different 
sides or from the coach.

This drill can be done very easily like keep your lines or 
we can start with line crossing, This drill is 
amazing, because you can combinate like 
you want or you need.
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Level 3

Age 14 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxiii

Rotation principle in the neutral zone. Passing, 
communication, timing, droppass...

Later can be this drill updated like 3-0/2-1 or we have 
another options.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxiv

Easy principles how to start and run a drill ans also 
control the quality. Great drills for teams, that use two 
colours, beucase the organisation is much more easier. 
Actually this drill got´ts two option of the behaviour in the 
neutral zone - for less and more players. If you have 
less players, you can run the drill on the full ice like a 
standard drill. If you have more players, they can 

regroup in the neutral zone and skate back to 
the side where they started from.
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Level 3

Age 13 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxv

Similar drill about the organisation and options how to 
do this like a previous one.

Key-points:

- hard passing

-every is moving

Challenge the players not to wait for the puck, 
but go to the puck.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



•4 Coming up soon!!!

Full ice 4-0



clxxxvii

Playing from the middle, go, skate, look for an epmty 
space and score!
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxviii

A little bit physical drill, also pass quality. High level of 
timing, hockey sense and experience.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



clxxxix

Easy drill 4-0, but if we want to do this one from both 
sides, the players need to understand. This drill could 
be also an option for the practice with just one goalie.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxc

Drill for playing from the middle, to keeping up the 
speed, four options.
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Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxci

Simple option like to start the drill from the defensive 
zone, this drill can be managed like full ice drill, also the 
players may regroup in gthe neutral zone and skate 
back. Later we can update this drill with the regroup in 
the neutral zone like 2-2.
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Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcii

Similar to the previous one, also philosophy, that same 
key-points.
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Level 3

Age 14 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxciii

Simple organisation for younger groups, for us coaches 
is imporant, that the players that cross in the middle are 
not just skating, but they have to ready to receive a pass  
everytime.
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Level 3

Age 14 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxciv

Great drill, later like 2-2 or 3-1, we have here great 
combinations, crossing and skating, crossovers all the 
time.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcv

Preparation for B-out principles and how to create free 
space.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcvi

Good drill for skating, timing, passing. Easy form, easy 
roles, later there are many things that we can bring to 
the higher level to develop this drill and our players.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcvii

Amazing drill, after no.4 got the final pass can he skate, 
or if we have good level already, droppass to no.2, no.2 
back to 4.
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Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcviii

Started by no.1 skating with the puck, no.2 starts one 
second later, timing, don´t hurry.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cxcix

Easy principle how to bring skating together with 
combinations.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cc

Started from no.3 - shot, no.4 - shot, than pass from no.
1, D´s have options.
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Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cci

No.3 starts forwards and than skates backwards, long 
pass from no.7, no.2 stay on the boards stick to the front 
(or forehand, up to the coaches philosophy).
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Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccii

Good drill how to develop combination, later many 
options how to update:

- after 4-0 D´s take shots

-  4-0/2-2 back

- long passing

-2-2 like transition
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cciii

No.2 goes forwards and receives a pass from no.4, 
pass to 1. As soon as no.1 got´s the puck, skates 
backwards behind the net, he has to see the game, to 
take right decisions, because we want him quick, we 
want, that he can get a speed behind the net, pass to 
the right side.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



cciv

This drill is not about how to do it, but how much we 
move, this drill is good, but it´s great if all the players 
with or without the puck are moving.

In the middle there is a droppass to no.2
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccv

Simply drill how to play a good crosspass (OK, I know, 
in the defensive zone we don´t want to see the players 
playing a crosspass, but that´s the point...)

We want to see. no.1 playing the pass from the middle!!!
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccvi

Very imporant is the position of no.1, how quick he is, 
how does he skates, how does he hold his stick, pass to 
the middle, making a speed in the neutral zone.
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Level 4

Age 16 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



•5 Preparation for teamplay, 
for flow, for timing...for ice 
hockey...

Full ice 5-0



ccviii

Typical drill, also B-out be many semi also pro teams.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccix

Players 2 and 4 create the space for no.3. No.1 goes 
forwards first and than backwards.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccx

Not a typical B-out, because for a game it takes to much 
time, this drill can be done like a physical drill, 5-0 to 
one side, maybe other D´s in and 5-0 back.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxi

No.5 takes decisions, he can skate, dump the puck, he 
can play, give the players opportunity to be creative, to 
find out solutions on their own.
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Level

Age

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxii

No.5 receives a pass while skating backwards, pass to 
the left, than to the middle. Pass quality is more than 
imporant first three quick passes also great timing 
makes the drill.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxiii

Typical drill with F´s and D´s, keep the deep and high, 
have good timing and think. Later regroup in the neutral 
zone and 3-2 or just without regroup 5-2.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxiv

Similar drill. The most important point are moving D´s. 
Maybe is your problem also, but many coaches have 
troubles with young players, young D´s, they have 
sometimes big problem to skate a play/receive a pass 
while they are skating.
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Level 3
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxv

Quality drill for team concept, also combination. This 
drill can be also be used to teach how to dump the puck 
(or goalie to stop this one), because no.2 is in the left 
side and he can rim the puck.
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Level 4
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxvi

Typical drill, key-point is here the droppass from no.3 to 
no1.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxvii

High B-out, alsp usage of the second wave, the player 
on the top takes decision if to play the pass to the left or 
to the right.
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Level 4
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxviii

Drill for breaking out by F´s, the D´s are up and just 
cross when the F´s are coming, also option how to 
break out for PP2.
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Level

Age

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxix

No.3 starts from the boards, pass from 5, than to 4.No.4 
takes the decision how the drill does continues.

I made this drill fro 17 and older, because this drill needs 
kind of experience, good skills and hockey knowledge.
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxx

B-out via center, pass to the left side, center supports, 
speed, taking decisions, heads up hockey.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxi

Two actions 5-0, first started by no.2 with pass to 4, all 
five players skate 5-0, D´s can stay lower, than second 
puck from the coach, board pass, B-out low, than 5-0 
again.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxii

Typicall drill how to break down the forechecking, mostly 
1-2-2 or 2-1-2.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxiii

Very complex drill with all that we need.

They there is B-out starting, no.3 skates and takes a 
shot by 1-0, he comes back not to be in offside, also to 
be available for a pass.
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Level 5

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxiv

Drill, where we want to play a quick pass to to the LW, 
speed, communication.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxv

Start be be done like this or behind the net. Start like 
this just opens the option to play the puck to the left.

Now, the player  on the boards got´s two basic options:

- he brings the puck to the zone and crashes the net (or 
droppass)

-he dumps the puck

-he does quick pass to no.1

Could drill, simple things for a good timing.
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxvi

Drill for high B-out, pass from D no.4 to 5, long pass to 
1, he got´s three basic options:

- play it to the right

- play it to the left

- play it back to the D and he playes it to the left or to the 
right.
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Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



ccxxvii

Started like 3-0 by forwards, while is this action 
finishing, D´s are starting from the corners (pass from 
the coach, or just take a puck), B-out in the defensive 
zone and skate to the other side 5-0

Easy drill for the block development inside of the team, 
cooperation.
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Flow drill

Option to update this drill to play against D



•6 For me like a coach are 1-1 
drills imporant to practice 
offensive stickhadling and 
behaviour under the 
pressure

In the defence to keep right 
distance, body in right 
position, also closing the 
GAP

Full ice 1-1



ccxxix

Simple drill, actually very basic drill.

But what do we want to achieve?

Do we want there a contact?

Do we want to have a good distance?

Do we want the D does close the GAP?

Do we want the offence does skate with full  
speed?

Do we want to see forward to stickhandle?

Too much questions for the basic drill, but 
this is what is about.
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Level 1

Age 12 and older

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxx

Now we have that same questions, but twice. As soon 
as the first action is ready, takes a D puck (or get a pass 
from the coach) and skates back like a offence, typical 
transition.

We accept, that the forward does already thinks 
defensively by the first action, we don´t want to see him 

skating behind the net or thinking about the 
shot, we want to see him in the game, we 
want to see him reacting.
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Level 2

Age 12 and older

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxi

This a drill, where we have a big number of the players. 
Coach can whistle as soon as the forwards are behind 
the red line so we can speed up this drill.
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxii

Here we have a drill, where we have focus at offensive 
and defensive skating by 1-1 situation. Crossovers, 
distance, balance.

This drill is in this form for 12-16 players.
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Age 13 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxiii

We have an another form of previous drill. There is one 
big change and that´s the shot of the F from the corner, 
key-point are moving legs, no sliding.

Now we have to reduce this drill for 12-14 players, 
because by higher number of the players there could be 
lines, too much breaks, of course up to the level and 

team.
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxiv

We coaches have troubles to keep the defenders 
moving, sometimes in junior hockey D´s just receive a 
pass, play the pass and they stop to skate. 

We have here solution for feet work for D´s and F´s.
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Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxv

Easy drill how to develop skating, speed and pressure 
to the net. This drill takes between 12-15.seconds (up to 
the team).
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxvi

Typical 1-1 transition drill started by F1 receiving a pass, 
D4 is coming and receive a pass from F1. Now we 
change the roles, D is becoming F and F is becoming D.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxvii

Easy drill for D´s and F´s, we want that they change, no 
specialisation. 

Pass from the D to the F, regroup in the neutral zone 
and back.

Later we can do a second action of shot from the F 
while D and F are in the front of the net.
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Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccxxxviii

This drill is simple about how to manage this one, but 
we don´t want just to do it, for us is most imporant the 
quality.

Timing from the F´s, cooperation between two D´s in 
same group.

- this drill a solution for just one goalie practice

- disadvantage of this drill is, that we need 
eight D´s in the middle of the ice - not 
everybody got´s so many.
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ccxxxix

Started by D1, which one skate backwards, a second 
later the F1, which one playes a pass to D1 and get this 
back. Pass to the other group, regroup and back 1-1. 
For me it´s always imporant, that the D is not waiting for 
the F, but he takes him already on the opposite blue 
line.
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ccxl

Crossovers at the beginning for the F, than situation 1-1 
against the D. D may start by taking a shot at the goalie.
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ccxli

That same action, but D playes a pass. We can 
deceide, if we want to play this pass in stand or while 
skating. Now can F start the drill with a shot at the 
goalie.
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ccxlii

Again that same drill, much more foot work for the D to 
keep right distance from the F.
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Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill
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ccxliii

Crossovers to the left by F, heads up, contact with D, 
non-verbal communication. D4 may start with a shot or 
just take the F on the blue line.
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Direct shooting/one timer
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ccxliv

Speedy drill, focus is at skating, not checking, puck 
protection and puckcontrol.
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Direct shooting/one timer
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ccxlv

Organisation of this drill is very simple, but the key-
points not.

-F does a curve, both skates on the ice, balance

-D with good distance
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ccxlvi

That same key-points, but now we have a pass from the 
opposite side.
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ccxlvii

If we take a look at this drill, we have here three big 
points:

- simple organisation

- skating

-we can manage the speed of the drill, also for a big 
number of players over 20.
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ccxlviii

Drill like this is used in different forms in a lot of teams. 
We have only one problem. Our forwards turn too early. 
At the beginning please put some pillons for the F´s to 
see how far we need to skate them, show the way.
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ccxlix

That same style of drill, but now with double pass to the 
D to practise coordination. We need from our defenders, 
that they are not just ready to defence, also they are 
ready for transition.
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ccl

Drill for both sides. Started by F1, pass to the D, D to 
the opposite side, timing, pass to the middle, 1-1.
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ccli

Started by D´s taking shots, because it´s a drill from 
both sides. F skates full round, quick passing, contact, 
quick feets.
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cclii

Number 8 drill made like 1-1. F skates to the board, 
pass from the other group, regroup in the neutral zone, 
than 1-1.
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ccliii

It´s to the coach how does he manage this drill. Player 
no.1 may start forwards or backwards, pass to go (he 
can take a shot or just play a pass to the D), 1-1 against 
D. This drill is for both sides.
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ccliv

If we want to take this drill like a regular 1-1 drill, than is 
questionable if it does work or not. If we run this drill 
from both sides, depends it on timing, because if one F 
is quicker than the other one, cannot be the D in the 
position on time. For us is imporant that he does play a 
good pass, skates well and than does he make just 
pressure to the F.
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cclv

Great drill for 1-1, it allows the D to play a great pass, 
fully concentration at offensive, also at defensive job, 
closing the GAP, also protecting a good ice.
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cclvi

This drill could be a problem for some coaches cause of 
their philosophy. This problem could be the movement 
of the F´s, because for just a moment they show their 
back - if we do this drill just forwards.

For me it´s a a great drill how to put together skating B-
out pass, also body play, because on that side where 

we have 1-1 situation are no players, there 
is free area for creativity, checking, offen-
defence work.
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cclvii

That same drill, now we have regroup in the neutral 
zone, passing quality, very tough to defence, because 
the F´s have a lot of space for creativity, what´s also 
very important.
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cclviii

Play pass and go. F1 playes pass to the D, this one 
goes behind the net and pass to the F´s group. Than 
1-1 from both sides.
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cclix

Now we have difficult drill with a lot of passing, so just 
one side drill first. We have that same start like previous 
drill. Now F1 have the puck, pass to F4, F4 to F2 and F2 
back to F1, than 1-1.

Very difficult drill for focus, passing quality, 
communication, coordination and hockey sense.
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cclx

Dril ist started by D1 taking a shot, than he skates 
behind the net, pass from D2 and quick pass to F1. This 
one does regroup in the neutral zone and he skates 
back 1-1.
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cclxi

This drill is from both sides and it´s a good one for the 
coaches, because we have pucks in two corners, so we 
need any special puck management. 
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cclxii

Pass quality drill, started by D2 behind skating with the 
puck behind the net, double pass with F1, pass to the 
side and pass back into the middle. Both sides drill, very  
effective - if all passing are coming.
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cclxiii

First drill where the players learn to stop the puck and 
start to play from the middle, 2-3 quick steps.
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cclxiv

Transition drill, where we learn to play the second 
player, from offence to defence.
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cclxv

Physical drill, not so many many players (12-16). 
Skating is here in focus, right skills or just power. Could 
be also managed like a race.
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cclxvi

In this drill we want to teach communication between 
the D and F, the F picks the puck behind the net. D 
closes the GAP.
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cclxvii

Higher level of previous drill, skating. This move is 
mostly used by many teams by B-outs. What they can, 
can our players also do.
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cclxviii

Started by D1 from the middle taking a shot after a 
pass, than double pass with the F and 1-1 situation.
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cclxix

Higher level of previous drill, more space for skating, 
pass to the other group than turn to the left or if coaches 
want to, he can skate behind the net to make this drill 
much more physical.
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cclxx

Difficult drill for older players, D1 starts, pass from F3 
and shot. Than he does double pass with F1 and gets 
ready for defence. F1 starts into the middle and playes 
the pass to F3, 1-1 situation. F1 goes into the corner 
where F3 started from.
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cclxxi

Started by D1 going to the blue line, double pass from 
F3, than he goes into the middle and pass from F1, D 
takes a shot a gets ready for 1-1. F1 starts and receives 
a pass from F3, 1-1 situation.
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cclxxii

Started by D1 skating backwards, than he skates 
forwards and receives a pass from F3, pass on skating 
F1, this one skates 1-0. After F1 took a shot, does he 
take a puck behind the net and pass to F3, which one 
skates 1-1.
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cclxxiii

1-0 and 1-1 drill, defender starts and receive a pass 
from F3, than he playes the pass to F7 who skates 1-0. 
After D1 played this pass skates backwards and 
receives a pass from the second D, pass to F1, which 
one skates 1-0 against D3. 

Complicated drill, but very interesting.
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cclxxiv

Another organisation of 1-1 from four different groups.
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cclxxv

1-1 situation with objective to skating, one pass to go. 
Forward has option to be creative.

We can take this drill also like two options drill - he can 
skate 1-1 or he may skate to the other side like 1-0 and 
backchecker.
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cclxxvi

Started by defender, which one takes a shot and 
forward goes on rebound. Than he picks puck in the 
corner and 1-1 to the other side.
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cclxxvii

Defender starts forwards-backwards an on the blue line 
he receives a pass. Pass to F1 and 1-1.
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cclxxviii

Technical drill with focus at passing, verbal and non-
verbal communication, also skating, all included.
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•7 Don´t try to outplay, bring 
the puck on the net! Nice 
goals come later!

Full ice drills 2-1



cclxxx

Simple drill 2-1 where red players 1 and 2 skate against 
blue one 2-1. Speed, quick drill, netdrive.
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cclxxxi

Similar drill to the previous one, pass from the other 
group. That same key-points.
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cclxxxii

Skating drill where F1 starts and does a curve to the 
boards (or out of the boards). Pass from F3 and quick 
pass to F2. F2 takes more ice and F1 does netdrive, 
crashing the net.
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cclxxxiii

Typical regroup drill 2-1 in the neutral zone. Timing, 
communication and pass quality.
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cclxxxiv

Great drill for a big number of players, can be managed 
very quickly, also efficient. You can also let run this drill 
like play to the goal or if the D get´s the puck under 
control, may start the group from the other side, so we 
can manage this drill like flow also.
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cclxxxv

Started by F1 going to the other side, pass from F3, 
playing from the middle to the starting F2.
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cclxxxvi

! Two players are starting without puck, double pass 
and 2-1 situation.

It´s about that to get a speed in the neutral zone, puck 
to the net, play to goal.
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cclxxxvii

F1 is starting with puck, does a curve in the neutral zone 
and pass to skating F2.

We want F2 skating quickly into the zone, tactical shot 
and rebound or he stops in the offensive zone and look 
for a pass to F1.
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cclxxxviii

Started by F1 and D1, D1 playes a pass to F1 and this 
one playes a quick pass to F2. We have here situation 
2-1.

Disadvantage is, that if we have a bigger number of the 
players, we cannot start the other side until the first 
situation is done.
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cclxxxix

Easy drill with speed from the defensive zone. Get the 
speed, communicate, look for the target.
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ccxc

Pass from F2 to F1, double pass  possible, speed, easy 
principles.
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ccxci

Started by F1 taking a shot. Double passing, drive to the 
net.

Easy principles, move your feets, tactical shots.
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ccxcii

Passing drill, quick passes, play out the opponent, hard 
passes, tape to tape. Started by F1 skating to the 
middle a receiving a pass from F2.
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ccxciii

Droppass drill. F1 takes the puck behind the net and let
´s the puck there. Than comes F2, takes this puck and 
pass to F1, that´s in speed.
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ccxciv

Started like 2-0 by F1 and F2, F1 to F2 and F2 takes 
shot. Than gets F2 pass from D2 and F1 and F2 skate 
2-1.
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ccxcv

Started like pressure to the net, F1 pass to D1, F2 goes 
on rebound, than gets F2 pass from D2, 2-1.
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ccxcvi

2-1 with high B-out, started by F1, pass to F3, double 
pass, 2-1 against D1.
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ccxcvii

Similar drill to the previous one, regroup in the neutral 
zone. But now gets F1 pass back and skates 1-0 to the 
right side (or can be made like 1-1). F3 and F2 skate to 
the left side 2-1.
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ccxcviii

Started by F1 skating into the middle, pass from F2 and 
situation 1-0. As soon as is this player behind the blue 
line, starts F3 with the puck and pass to F2. Than skate 
both 2-1.
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ccxcix

Passing drill, started by F1 skating from the blue line to 
the boards, long pass from D2. F1 playes pass to F2 
and F2 does quick pass to F1 back. We have here 
situation F1 and F2 against D1. Quick drill with great 
options and solutions.
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ccc

Physical drill, F1 skates almost full round, pass to F2 
and 2-1 against D2, which one took a shot before.
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ccci

Very interesting drill with good timing. D2 starts with the 
puck. At the same time starts F1 with long way skating. 
D2 playes pass to F2 and F2 to F1. F1 and F2 skate 2-1 
situation against D2.
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cccii

Flow 2-1, defensive player is F3, as soon as is the first 
action done, becomes he forward and waits for the pass 
from D1.
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ccciii

Physical drill, we want moving feets, no sliding. Drive to 
the net, take shot.
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ccciv

F1 skates full circle, droppass to F2, crossing in the 
neutral zone, 2-1 against D1.
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cccv

Started by F1, skates the circle, and receives a pass 
from F2, F2 get the speed and pass back from F1, 2-1. 
Neutral zone skating, no big distances, but quality.
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cccvi

Physical drill with droppass, preparation for B-outs or 
team tactics.
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cccvii

F1 starts with the pass and playes this one to the F2. F2 
starts agressively to the middle and pass back to F1.
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cccviii

Cooperation between two D´s. Started by D2, pass to 
F2. Quick drill with a lot of options how to manage this 
one.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccix

Easy drill with combination pass and go. This drill may 
be done from the both sides at the same time, so we 
have six players working at the same time.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccx

Physical drill with easy principles.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxi

Physical drill with easy principles.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxii

F2 playes a pass to D1, D1 to F1 and F1 back to F2. 
Pass and go principle, speed in the neutral zone, 
pressure to the net.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxiii

Regroup in the neutral zone, speed, crossovers.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxiv

F2 has to slow down in the offensive zone, wait for F1. 
Quick pass or tactical shot.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxv

Similar drill, now we have quick turn in the offensive 
zone.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxvi

Passing quality. F1 playes a pass to D1, D1 to F3, we 
have beautiful situation 2-1, pressure to the net, moving 
feets.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxvii

Drill 1-0 and 2-1. Started by F1 crossing the ice and 
receiving a pass from D1. From the opposite corner 
starts F3 which one receives pass from F1 and F3 
skates 1-0. From the same corner started F4 with the 
puck and he skates together with F1 2-1 against D1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxviii

Quality drill. Started by F1 with the puck, pass to D1, 
pass to F2. We have here F1 and F2 skating 2-1 to the 
right side.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxix

D1 takes a shot and takes contact to F1 and F2. 

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxx

Physical drill with passing quality. F1 gets a pass from 
D2 and does double pass with F3. Than pass to F2. 
Before comes to the 2-1 situation, takes D1 a shot.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxi

Physical drill, this one made be done at the same time 
from the both sides, so we have six players working at 
the same time.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxii

1-1 and 2-1 at the same time. On the whistle skates F1 
full round with the puck and F2 crosses the ice. F1 
playes a pass to F3 and this one skates 1-1 against D2.

F2 received a pass from D1, he crosses with F1 and 
skate 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxiii

Very physical drill started from the corner by F1 and F2, 
than pass to the corner, 2x regroup in in the neutral 
zone and 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxiv

Easy dril for quickly 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxv

The opposite forwards, F1 and F5 skate against D1. 
Passing quality, B-out pass, speed, netdrive...

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxvi

Similar drill to the previous one, now we play crosspass 
to F7. 

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxvii

D1 takes a shot and quickly behind the blue line. As 
soon he is on the blue line, to the forwards start.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxviii

D1 takes a shot and he skates behind the blue line to do 
defensive job, F3 playes a crosspass to D3, D3 to F7, 
2-1 situation.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxix

Two shot at the beginning, F3 takes a shot like a first 
one, F1 like a second one, pass from F2 and 2-1 
situation against D1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level

Age

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxx

Quick start, netdrive, communication between the goalie 
and the defender, play to goal!

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxi

Started by a shot of the D after receiving a pass from 
no.3, than skates the D backwards. Crossing in the 
neutral zone.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxii

Similar drill to the previous one, pass to the D from no.1, 
he shoots. Double pass from no.3, 2-1 situation.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxiii

Physical drill 2-1, alaso skating development.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxiv

Physical drill with middle circle skating.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxv

Skating, also pass quality. Started by no.3, pass from 
no.1, pass from the middle to the side.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxvi

Pass from no.1 to D1, this one skated behind the net, B-
out pass back to the no.1 back. No.1 got´s the puck and 
playes this one to no.3, no.3 to no.2, no.2 back to no.1, 
no.2 and no.1 skate 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 4

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxvii

Typical drill 2-1 with taking a speed in the defensive 
zone, regroup in the neutral zone, 2-1 back.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxviii

Speed in the defensive zone, 2-1 on the full ice, 
netdrive, simple key-points.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxxxix

Started by the D behind the net, pass to no.3 which one 
skates 1-0. Now pass from no.5 to no.1, no.5 and no.1 
skate 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxl

B-out pass to the winger to the side, pass to the middle 
and 2-1 over full ice.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxli

Long pass from the D to the no.5, no.3 and no.1 take 
their positions, no.1 receive a pass from no.5, speed, 
support, 2-1 with regroup in the neutral zone.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlii

Started by D5 taking a shot and skating backwards to 
take defensive position.Pass from D2 taking a position 
and doing a quick turn behind the net, B-out, 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxliii

Started by D5, taking a shot, after that he goes 
backwards. 

Than D2 starts behind the net, quick stop or quick turn, 
pass to skating F1, F1 to F7, so F7 and F1 skate 2-1 
against D5.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxliv

D1 starting from the corner, pass from D2, taking a 
defensive position. D5 playes pass to F3, this one does 
quick move to the middle, pass to F1, 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlv

Started by D1 taking a shot, skate backwards. Now are 
from the opposite side F5 and F7 coming, D5 playes a 
pass to F3,, F3 to F5, F5 and F7 skate 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlvi

Started by D1 taking a shot, skates backwards. Now 
receives F3 pass from D5, he skates into  the middle 
and playes a quick pass to F7. F5 playes a pass to F3 
which one skates 1-0. F1 and F7 skate 2-1 against D1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlvii

Started by D1 one from the middle and taking a shot. 
Double pass with F1, which one crosses (regroups) in 
the neutral zone. F3 and F1 skate 2-1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlviii

Started by D1 taking a shot, double pass with F1. In that 
same time takes F7 shot and skates back receiving a 
pass from F1. F1 and F7 skate 2-1 against D1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccxlix

Similar drill to the previous one, now playes F1 from the 
middle to the F3, regroup in the neutral zone, F3 and F1 
skate 2-1 against D1.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccl

Now he have that same style with droppass to F3, which 
one came from the left to the right side.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccli

Two players are starting from the middle, passes with 
D1, speed in the neutral zone, 2-1.

Passquality, drill from both sides, six players are moving 
at the same time.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclii

Started by D1 taking a shot. F1 playes a pass to D1, D1 
to F2, F2 to F1 back, regroup in the neutral zone and 
back 2-1.

Quick drill. After the drill is done, may the players stay in 
the front of the net waiting for the shot of the D.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccliii

Similar dril to the previous one, now playes D1 direct 
pass to F1,regroup in the neutral zone after playing a 
pass to D3.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



cccliv

Started by D1, he takes a shot and than he takes a 
second puck in the corner. Pass to skating F1, F1 to D3, 
D3 to F2, F2 and F1 skate against D1.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclv

Combination pass and go. Play pass and skate to the 
net, netdrive.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclvi

D4 skates backwards and receives a pass from F4. He 
skates with the puck and playes a pass to the F1. F1 
and F4 are crossing by the blue line and they skate 
against D4.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclvii

Mobility of the D, he starts with puck, pass to D3, D3 to 
F1. F1 and F2 skate 2-1 against 2-1.
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Level 3

Age 15 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclviii

Mobility of the D, passing quality. F1 to D1, D1 to D3, 
D3 to F3 and F3 to F2. F1 and F2 skate against D1.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclix

Mobility, passing quality, very quickly drill 2-1. D1 starts 
backwards, pass from F1, than playes D1 to F2, F2 
back F1. This drill is possible to do from both sides at 
the same time.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclx

Same modus like a previous one, but now we have 
starting F3 instead of F2.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxi

Started by D1 taking a shot, than he receives a long 
pass from D3. Timing passing, we need good timing of 
F3 and F1. D3 may take a shot, does just defensive job 
after that.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxii

Shot by D1, than pass from F4. F3 is starting and 
receives pass (or second option is F4), crossing in the 
neutral zone.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxiii

D1 takes a shot after the received a pass from F1. At 
the same time starts D3 backwards and receives a pass 
from F3. D3 to F3 and F3 playes a pass to D1. Regroup 
in the neutral zone and F1 and F3 skate against D3.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxiv

Started by F3 skating the middle circle, pass from F4. 
F3 now to F1 and they both skate 2-1 against D1.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxv

We have here two situations, 1-0 and 2-1. Started by F3 
skating forwards-backwards and receiving a pass from 
D3, double passing with D1 and taking a shot to the 
right side. As soon as he has gone starts F1 with puck, 
pass to F2 and they skate against D1.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxvi

D1 takes a shot, goes behind the net, pass from D2, D1 
playes a pass to F4, F4 to F1 and they skate against 
D1.
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Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxvii

Two situations, 1-0 and 2-1. D1 skates forwards-
backwards, pass from F1 and now quick pass to F5, he 
skates 1-0. As soon as F1 played a pass, he skates in a 
curve, pass from F3. F5 took a shot and he skates 
together with F1 2-1 against D1. Physical drill.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxviii

More details, F3 goes in the front of the net, and D4 
takes a shot after he received a crosspass from F1 (F1 
may go on rebound). Than pass from F2, F3 and F1 
skate 2-1 against D4.

Full ice 2-1                                          Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics                                  www.oldrich-jindra.com            

Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxix

Two situations 1-1 and 2-1. F5 skates 1-1 against D4, 
than he turns to the right side, pass from F2. F5 and F1 
skate 2-1 against D1.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxx

Skating drill, with focus on the speed over the full ice.
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Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxi

2x 2-1, started from the corner by F4, pass to F1, they 
skate first against D1, 2-1 to goal, than back 2-1 against 
D4. Physical drill.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxii

Started at the same time by shooting of D4 and F7. D4 
received a pass from F1, pass (two options F5 or F7), 
they skate against D1 2-1.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxiii

F4 comes from behind, crosspass from F1 - shot. Than 
pass from D4. F1 and F4 skate against D4.
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Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxiv

Starting by shot of D4. D1 to F1, F1 to D4, shot, F1 
crashes the net. From the corner comes now F4, pass 
to F2, F2 to F1, so we have F1 and F4 are skaring 2-1 
against D4.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxv

D4 takes a shot and takes a second puck behind the 
net, long pass to F7 (no offside), F7 to F5 and they 
skate against D1 which one took a shot in at the same 
time like D4.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxvi

F4 skates without puck, pass from F1 and direct shot, 
than he stays in the front of the net. Shot by D4. F4 
skates forwards, pass from F5 and they both skate 
against D4.
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Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxvii

Shot by F4, also at the same time starting D1 with pass 
to F6, F6 to F5. F5 and F4 against D1.
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Level 2

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxviii

Started by D4 skating backwards, pass from D1. Now 
got´s D4 a puck and playes this one to F1, F1 to F5 and 
F5 to F4. F4 and F1 skate 2-1 against D4.
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Level 3

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing



ccclxxix

Started by backwards skating of F1, pass from F2. F1 
playes the pass to the corner to F3 and F3 playes a 
pass to F4. F1 and F4 skate 2-1 situation against D1, 
which one took a shot before.
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Level 4

Age 17 and more

Skating

Shooting

Direct shooting/one timer

Flow drill

Passing
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My focus, my passion, my love...

What is imporant in ice hockey? Result, the season, our jobs?

No, in the middle of our interest should be the player. No play-
ers group, no team, just the player.

Every player is unique, every player is special and have also 
special needs.

In teamsports is very tough to work individually cause of many 
reasons. But who doesn´t even try, cannot see, if that´s possib-
le or not. And trust me, it´s possible. Skills improvemt should be 
part of every drill and should be bibel for every coach.

Have a great practice, great season and keep the fire for your 
passion, to be an icehockey coach.

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics

My motivation
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© Oldrich Jindra

This drillbook is ownership of Oldrich Jindra and Oldrich Jindra coaching clinics. For 
an another, special use, please contact Oldrich Jindra.

Mag.Oldrich Jindra

**********************************************************************************************
Phone:          00 41 78 624 65 30
E-mail:          icehockey.jindra@gmail.com
Skype:          oldrich-jindra
Twitter:         coachJINDRA
                     OJcoaching
ICQ:              319717756
Facebook:     https://www.facebook.com/oldrich.jindra
Web:             www.oldrich-jindra.com     
                     https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC15WZOByQCki24JcuIP2Xpw
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